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The prevalence of F2 hybrid breakdown in interpopulation crosses of the marine copepod Tigriopus californicus can be explained by

disruption of coadapted gene complexes. This study further dissects the nature of hybrid gene interactions, revealing that parental

populations may also harbor maladapted gene complexes. Diagnostic molecular markers (14) were assayed in reciprocal F2 hybrids

to test for gene interactions affecting viability. Results showed some evidence of nuclear–nuclear coadaptation. Although there

were no significant examples of pairwise linkage disequilibrium between physically unlinked loci, one of the two reciprocal crosses

did show an overall excess of parental double homozygotes and an overall dearth of nonparental double homozygotes. In contrast,

the nuclear–cytoplasmic data showed a stronger tendency toward maladaptation within the specific inbred lines used in this study.

For three out of four loci with significant frequency differences between reciprocal F2, homozygotes were favored on the wrong

cytoplasmic background. A separate study of reciprocal backcross hybrids between the same two populations (but different inbred

lines) revealed faster development time when the full haploid nuclear genome did not match the cytoplasm. The occurrence of

such suboptimal gene complexes may be attributable to effects of genetic drift in small, isolated populations.

KEY WORDS: Coadapted gene complexes, hybrid breakdown, interpopulation hybridization, nuclear–cytoplasmic interactions,

nuclear–nuclear interactions, reciprocal cross.

New alleles arising in a lineage through mutation or migration

must be tested against the background of alleles already present.

Selection for harmonious interactions may therefore promote

coadapted gene complexes whose joint action increases the fit-

ness of the whole organism (Wright 1969; Mayr 1970; Wallace

1981). The prevalence of different coadapted gene complexes

within species has been much debated (see Wallace 1991), due

largely to the vulnerability of all but the most tightly linked gene

combinations to breakdown by recombination.
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The threat of disruption by recombination is minimized for

conspecific populations connected by low levels of gene flow. In

this case, both local selection and genetic drift may promote dif-

ferent sets of beneficial epistatic interactions in each population.

Evidence for different sets of harmoniously interacting genes in

geographically isolated populations comes from numerous ex-

amples of reduced fitness (and increased variance) in second-

generation interpopulation hybrids (see reviews in Endler 1977

and Edmands 2007). It is in these second generation hybrids that

genomic coadaptation is first disrupted by meiotic recombination,

leading to the phenomenon of hybrid breakdown.

Investigations into the evolution of beneficial gene inter-

actions have been central to our understanding of postzygotic
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reproductive isolation, including the mechanisms underlying Hal-

dane’s Rule and the Large X Effect (e.g., Coyne and Orr 2004).

Beneficial epistasis and its breakdown by hybridization are also

critical issues for conservation as populations and species are in-

creasingly being hybridized through both accidental introductions

and intentional translocations (Allendorf et al. 2001; Edmands

2007). Predictions of the severity and duration of hybrid break-

down depend on a better understanding of the numbers of loci

involved and linkage relationships among them.

The tidepool copepod Tigriopus californicus is becoming

an established model for the genetic basis of hybrid breakdown.

Despite a seemingly high potential for dispersal, populations are

genetically differentiated over short geographic distances, with

mitochondrial DNA differences exceeding 20% (Burton and Lee

1994; Edmands 2001). Interpopulation crosses typically result

in F1 hybrids with similar or higher fitness than their parents,

and F2 and backcross hybrids with reduced fitness (e.g., Burton

1986; Burton 1990a,b; Edmands 1999). Although work on hy-

brid breakdown in other systems has focused largely on nuclear–

nuclear coadaptation, much work in Tigriopus has focused on

nuclear–mitochondrial coadaptation, particularly those interac-

tions necessary for mitochondrial energy production (e.g., Burton

et al. 2006). The likelihood of different nuclear–mitochondrial

gene complexes in different populations is enhanced by the par-

ticularly rapid rate of mitochondrial DNA evolution in T. califor-

nicus (protein-coding mitochondrial genes evolve approximately

25- to 40-fold faster than protein-coding nuclear genes, Willett

and Burton 2004), and the prospect for detailed study of these

nuclear–mitochondrial complexes is enhanced by the availability

of full mitochondrial genome sequences for several populations

(Burton et al. 2007).

This study uses reciprocal F2 and backcross hybrids to as-

sess both nuclear–nuclear and nuclear–cytoplasmic interactions.

Fourteen diagnostic molecular markers distributed throughout the

genome are used to look at gene interactions affecting viability.

The simple prediction is that coadaptation within natural popu-

lations should promote parental gene combinations which have

higher fitness than hybrid gene combinations.

Materials and Methods
STUDY SPECIES

Tigriopus californicus is a harpacticoid copepod whose repro-

ductive biology has been well studied (e.g., Egloff 1967; Vittor

1971; Burton 1985). Sexes are separate, outcrossing is obligatory,

and even the most divergent populations have not shown evi-

dence of prezygotic isolation (Ganz and Burton 1995; Palmer and

Edmands 2000). Adult males use their geniculate first antennae to

clasp immature females and guard them until the female reaches

sexual maturity. Males then mate with the females before releas-

ing them. Virgin females can therefore be obtained by placing a

clasped pair on a piece of filter paper and teasing the copepods

apart under a dissecting microscope using a fine probe. Females

mate only once and use stored sperm to fertilize multiple broods

of offspring. Inbred lines are easily created by isolating a sin-

gle gravid female and allowing full siblings and their subsequent

progeny to mate freely. Development involves six naupliar (larval)

stages and five copepodid (juvenile) stages before reaching adult-

hood. Adult males can be distinguished by the hooks at the end

of their first antennae. Recombination in this species is restricted

to males (Ar-rushdi 1963; Burton et al. 1981) and mitochondria

are inherited maternally (Lee 1993).

F2 CROSSES

Breeding design
Tigriopus californicus were collected from intertidal rock pools

at two sites in southern California: Laguna Beach (LB, 33◦33
′
N,

117◦47
′
W, November 2001) and Royal Palms (RP, 33◦42

′
N,

118◦19
′
W, October 2000). These two populations have been found

to be ∼17% divergent in mitochondrial DNA (COI; Edmands

2001 and D. Peterson, unpubl. data). All cultures were kept in

a 20◦C incubator with a 12:12 light:dark cycle. Stock cultures

were maintained in 400 mL beakers in natural seawater sup-

plemented with commercial flake-type fish food and Spirulina

algae.

Isofemale lines from the two populations were created by

placing a single gravid female in a petri dish with filtered sea-

water (37 μm) containing 0.2 mg finely ground Spirulina per

milliliter. Lines were maintained for 6–8 months before recipro-

cal F2 crosses (RP female × LB male and LB female × RP male)

were initiated in October 2002. Given that the species has over-

lapping generations and a minimum generation time of 23 days at

20◦C (Burton 1987), this 6–8 months of inbred line maintenance

corresponds to a maximum of ∼10 generations of inbreeding.

Crosses were begun by uniting five virgin females from the first

population with five adult males from the second population in

each petri dish. A total of approximately 25 pairs were established

for each of the two crosses. Dishes were checked three times per

week. When females formed egg sacs they were transferred to a

new dish with new filtered seawater and Spirulina. After the fe-

male laid several clutches she was again transferred to a new dish.

When F1 offspring formed clasped pairs the pairs were dissected

apart and reunited with partners descending from a different orig-

inal dish to avoid additional inbreeding. Five F1 virgin females

and five adult F1 males were placed in each dish. These dishes

were monitored seven days a week. When females formed egg

sacs they were transferred to a new dish.

F2 assays utilized the fastest developing male from each

brood. Mature males are easier to recognize than mature females,

and minimum male development time was easily determined by
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Figure 1. Mean minimum development time (± 1 SE) in reciprocal hybrids, with significance tested by unpaired, 2-tailed t-tests (∗∗∗P <

0.001). (A) F2 males LBf × RPm (N = 178) vs. RPf × LBm (N = 335). (B) Backcross males (LBf × RPm) F1f × LBm (N = 125) vs. (RPf × LBm)

F1f × LBm (N = 154). (C) Backcross females (LBf × RPm) F1f × LBm (N = 22) vs. (RPf × LBm) F1f × LBm (N = 166).

recording the date that F2 larvae hatched and the date that the

first male matured (formed clasping antennae) for the first clutch

of eggs for each F1 female. Development time is expected to be

tightly correlated with fitness for continuously breeding species

like Tigriopus (Lewontin 1974). Individual males were rinsed

briefly with diH2O, blotted dry on filter paper and frozen at −70◦C

for subsequent molecular analysis.

Molecular assays
DNA was extracted by placing individual frozen copepods in 50

μl lysis buffer (10 mM Tris pH 8.3, 50 mM KCl, 0.5% Tween

20 and 200 μg/mL Proteinase K) and incubating at 65◦C for

1 h followed by 100◦C for 15 min. Individuals were scored for

13 diagnostic microsatellite loci using methods previously de-

scribed (Harrison et al. 2004; Edmands et al. 2005). These 13

loci were previously mapped to chromosome using a nonrecom-

binant backcross (Harrison et al. 2004; Edmands et al. 2005).

Individuals were also scored for population-specific fragments of

the cytochrome-c oxidase gene using methods developed for this

study. Cytochrome c was mapped to chromosome in the same

nonrecombinant backcross panel used in previous studies (Har-

rison et al. 2004; Edmands et al. 2005). Methods for screening

cytochrome c are detailed in Appendix S1. Primers and assay

conditions for all markers are listed in Table S1. For all PCR the

forward primers were fluorescently labeled and run on a CEQ

8000 capillary sequencer (Beckman Coulter, Fullerton, CA).

Data analyses
Analysis of development times within and between reciprocal

crosses were done using Statistica 7.1 (StatSoft, Tulsa, OK). Map

Manager QTX version b20 (Manly et al. 2001) was used to deter-

mine linkage associations for each of the two crosses separately,

using the Kosambi mapping function and a linkage criterion of P

= 0.05. Calculation of allele and genotype frequencies, two-locus

contingency tables and linkage disequilibrium was performed by

Genepop 4.0 (Raymond and Rousset 1995). Chi-square tests were

used to compare single locus genotype numbers to Mendelian ex-

pectations for each cross, and to compare genotype numbers be-

tween reciprocal crosses. To test for epistatic interactions affecting

survival, observed two-locus genotype numbers were compared

to expected numbers determined by multiplying single-locus

ratios.

BACKCROSSES

Reciprocal backcrosses between RP and LB were previously an-

alyzed for the effects of recombination (Edmands 2008). Here,

we reanalyze the nonrecombinant crosses only to test the effects

of cytoplasmic background. Experimental details are given in

Edmands 2008. In brief, isofemale lines for the RP and LB popu-

lations (not the same lines used for F2 crosses) were maintained

for 2–4 months before crosses began. Reciprocal F1 hybrids (RP

female × LB male and LB female × RP male) were backcrossed

to LB. Each clutch of backcross offspring was maintained in a

separate petri dish and monitored daily. Minimum male devel-

opment time was defined as described above. Minimum female

development time was defined as the time from hatching until the

first female in the clutch extruded an egg sac. Because we focused

on only the fastest developing individuals from each brood, both

the F2 and backcross studies targeted the “best” genotypic com-

binations (at least in terms of development time), whether they

were parental or nonparental combinations. In this way, we did

not sample highly dysfunctional genotypes that are least likely to

contribute to future evolution.

Results
F2 HYBRIDS

Development time was significantly faster in F2 hybrid males

with RP cytoplasm (15.8 ± 0.2 d) than in those with LB cytoplasm

(17.3 ± 0.2 d) (Fig. 1A). Fourteen diagnostic markers were scored

in an average of 140.8 F2 hybrid individuals per locus per cross.

Linkage analyses show that 4 of these markers are unlinked. Loci

1_30 (chromosome_locus) and 1_558 were found to be between

22.7 cM apart (cross with LB cytoplasm) and 25.1 cM apart (cross
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Table 1. Single-locus genotype data for F2 hybrid males in two reciprocal crosses (LB cytoplasm and RP cytoplasm). Loci are listed by

chromosome number_locus number. Only LB homozygote frequencies are available for dominant locus 1555B as RP homozygotes are

indistinguishable from LB-RP heterozygotes. χ2 tests compared genotype numbers to expectations within crosses (3:1 for dominant locus

1555B and 1:2:1 for the remaining codominant loci) and between reciprocal crosses. Loci with significant differences between reciprocals

are shown in bold. For all loci, cases in which the LB homozygote is favored on the foreign cytoplasmic background are marked by

superscript a. For codominant loci, cases in which the homozygote class with higher viability does not match the cytoplasmic background

are marked by superscript b. Mean sample size = 140.8 individuals per locus per cross. ∗∗∗P < 0.001, ∗∗P < 0.01, ∗P < 0.05, NS P ≥ 0.05;

NA = not available.

Locus Cross Genotype frequencies Significance of χ2

LB-LB LB-RP RP-RP Within crosses Between crosses

1_30 LB cytoplasm 0.12a 0.66 0.22b ∗∗∗ NS
RP cytoplasm 0.16ab 0.69 0.15 ∗∗∗

1_558 LB cytoplasm 0.16a 0.64 0.20b ∗∗ NS
RP cytoplasm 0.26ab 0.56 0.18 NS

2_228 LB cytoplasm 0.37 0.56 0.07 ∗∗∗ NS
RP cytoplasm 0.33b 0.56 0.11 ∗∗∗

5_1203 LB cytoplasm 0.35 0.41 0.24 NS ∗

RP cytoplasm 0.17 0.55 0.28 NS
5_62J8 LB cytoplasm 0.17a 0.66 0.17 ∗∗∗ NS

RP cytoplasm 0.19ab 0.63 0.18 ∗∗

6_1555B LB cytoplasm 0.24a NA NA NS ∗

RP cytoplasm 0.35a NA NA ∗∗∗

6_cytC LB cytoplasm 0.36a 0.35 0.29 NS NS
RP cytoplasm 0.40ab 0.28 0.32 ∗∗

7_56J2 LB cytoplasm 0.24a 0.56 0.20 NS NS
RP cytoplasm 0.30ab 0.46 0.24 NS

8_61 LB cytoplasm 0.11a 0.25 0.64b ∗∗∗ NS
RP cytoplasm 0.13a 0.20 0.67 ∗∗∗

8_480 LB cytoplasm 0.48a 0.45 0.07 ∗∗∗ ∗

RP cytoplasm 0.62ab 0.26 0.12 ∗∗∗

9_1814 LB cytoplasm 0.22a 0.56 0.22 NS NS
RP cytoplasm 0.33ab 0.47 0.20 NS

9_197 LB cytoplasm 0.29a 0.55 0.16 ∗ NS
RP cytoplasm 0.41ab 0.45 0.14 ∗∗∗

10_1555 LB cytoplasm 0.36 0.42 0.22 ∗∗ NS
RP cytoplasm 0.29b 0.46 0.25 NS

11_1202 LB cytoplasm 0.21a 0.61 0.18 ∗ ∗∗∗

RP cytoplasm 0.40ab 0.46 0.14 ∗∗∗

with RP cytoplasm). Loci 5_62J8 and 5_1203 were found to be

between 24.6 cM apart (cross with LB cytoplasm) and 25.1 cM

apart (cross with RP cytoplasm). Loci 9_197 and 9_1814 were

found to be between 12.6 cM apart (cross with LB cytoplasm)

and 19.1 cM apart (cross with RP cytoplasm). Loci 6_1555B and

6_cytC, as well as loci 8_61 and 8_480, were not significantly

linked in the current F2 dataset, but are known to reside on the

same chromosome based on data for nonrecombinant backcross

hybrids.

Single-locus genotype data (Table 1) showed distorted ra-

tios at 9 of 14 loci in each of the reciprocal crosses. For the 13

codominant loci there were seven cases of significant distortion

within both reciprocals. In four of these cases LB homozygotes

had higher viability than RP homozygotes on both cytoplasmic

backgrounds and in one case RP homozygotes had higher viability

than LB homozygotes on both backgrounds, indicating additive

superiority of alleles linked to these markers. In one case, the

homozygote with higher viability did not match the cytoplasm

in both reciprocals and in another case the favored homozygote

did not match the background in one reciprocal and the two ho-

mozygotes were equal in the other reciprocal. In no case did the

favored homozygote class match the cytoplasmic background in

both reciprocals.

For all 14 loci (including the dominant locus), there were

four cases in which genotypic ratios were significantly different

between reciprocal crosses. In three of these four cases, surviving
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Figure 2. Mean and standard error for proportional deviation

from expected two-locus genotype frequencies ((Obs-Exp)/Exp)

for four classes of F2 hybrids in each of two reciprocal crosses (LB

cytoplasm and RP cytoplasm). Only physically, unlinked loci are

included. Asterisks denote the significance of paired, one-tailed

t-tests of observed versus expected genotype numbers (∗P < 0.05).

N = 74 two-locus combinations for each cross.

LB homozygotes were more frequent on the foreign cyto-

plasmic background than on their native background. Allele

frequencies also showed no advantage to alleles matching the

cytoplasm. For the 13 codominant loci, mean LB allele frequen-

cies were 0.52 (0.03 SE) for the cross with LB cytoplasm and

0.54 (0.03 SE) for the cross with RP cytoplasm. Significant het-

erozygote excesses (8) were more frequent than significant het-

erozygote deficits (5), but the overall heterozygote frequency for

the two crosses (50.3%) was very close to the expected frequency

of 50%.

To test for potential nuclear–nuclear interactions affecting

survival, two-locus genotypic combinations were compared to

expected numbers determined by multiplying single-locus ratios.

After Bonferroni correction, linkage disequilibrium was signif-

icant only between physically linked loci. However, across all

physically unlinked loci when genotypes were pooled into four

different categories (parental double homozygote, homozygote–

heterozygote, heterozygote–heterozygote, and nonparental dou-

ble homozygote), the cross with LB cytoplasm showed a signif-

icant overall excess of parental homozygotes and a significant

overall deficit of nonparental homozygotes (Fig. 2).

BACKCROSS HYBRIDS

Both male and female backcross hybrids developed significantly

faster when the full haploid nuclear genome did not match the cy-

toplasmic background (Fig. 1B,C). When F1 hybrid females were

backcrossed to paternal males ((RPf × LBm)F1f × LBm)) mini-

mum male development time was 18.1 ± 0.2 days, as compared

to 21. 5 ± 0.5 days in the maternal backcross ((LBf × RPm)F1f

× LBm)). Similarly, minimum female development time was

28.1 ± 0.4 days in the paternal backcross, and 32.3 ± 1.2 days in

the paternal backcross.

Discussion
TRANSMISSION RATIO DISTORTION

Distorted ratios were found at 64% of loci tested in each of the two

reciprocal F2 hybrids. Previous work on interpopulation hybrids

in this species shows skewed genotypic ratios in adults (Burton

1987; Willett and Burton 2001, 2003; Harrison and Edmands

2006; Willett 2006; Willett and Berkowitz 2007), but not in newly

hatched larvae (Willett and Burton 2001; Willett 2006; Willett

and Berkowitz 2007), suggesting that these distortions are due to

differential zygote viability rather than meiotic drive.

The current study includes the same two populations (but

different inbred lines) and the same microsatellite markers as an

earlier study (Harrison and Edmands 2006) in which the lack of

recombination in females (Ar-rushdi 1963; Burton et al. 1981)

was used to create backcross hybrids with intact parental chro-

mosomes. For the 12 microsatellite loci common to both sets of

crosses, heterozygote frequencies in male LBf × RPm backcross

hybrids were highly correlated with heterozygote frequencies in

both the LBf × RPm F2 hybrids (r = 0.61, P = 0.034) and the

RPf × LBm F2 hybrids (r = 0.79, P = 0.002). This demon-

strates that relative heterozygote viabilities for a small number

of loci marking pieces of recombinant chromosomes are a rea-

sonable proxy for relative heterozygote viabilities of those same

loci marking intact chromosomes, suggesting that at least some

of these markers must lie near genes of large effect. The two stud-

ies differ, however, in that the nonrecombinant backcross hybrids

showed heterozygote excess across most loci (mean heterozygos-

ity 59.4%) whereas mean heterozygosity in the two F2 crosses

(50.3%) was much closer to the expected frequency of 50%. The

reduced viability of completely homozygous chromosomes in

nonrecombinant backcross hybrids could be caused by both ben-

eficial dominance, and detrimental homozygote–heterozygote in-

teractions.

NUCLEAR–NUCLEAR INTERACTIONS

The current study showed some evidence for nuclear–nuclear

coadaptation. There were no examples of linkage disequilibrium

between pairs of unlinked loci. However, when all two-locus

genotypes were combined, both reciprocal crosses showed an ex-

cess of parental double homozygotes and a deficit of nonparental

double homozygotes, and both deviations were significant for

the LBf × RPm cross. Frequencies of homozygote–heterozygote

and heterozygote–heterozygote genotypes were close to expecta-

tions. This small number of largely nonfunctional markers there-

fore reveals the general pattern of nuclear–nuclear coadaptation

expected under conditions of dominance (e.g., Turelli and Orr

2000).

A study by Willett (2006) revealed a very different pattern of

nuclear–nuclear interactions in a different pair of T. californicus

populations (AB and SD). In this study, F2 hybrids were screened
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for three unlinked nuclear genes involved in the electron transport

system. In almost all cases, double parental homozygotes, dou-

ble heterozygotes, and double nonparental homozygotes were all

favored whereas homozygote–heterozygote combinations were

disfavored. This is certainly not consistent with simple nuclear–

nuclear coadaptation, and suggests complex dominance/epistatic

relationships between these three specific functional genes, or loci

closely linked to them.

These complicated patterns of nuclear–nuclear interaction

contrast with the more expected patterns typically reported

in other taxa. For example, numerous introgressions between

Drosophila species show nonparental double homozygotes to be

more deleterious than homozygote–heterozygote combinations

(Turelli and Orr 2000). Similarly, crosses between closely related

marine bivalve species show that the least fit genotype was al-

ways one or the other nonparental double homozygote (Bierne

et al. 2006). Such patterns fit with expectations of the dominance

theory of postzygotic isolation (Turelli and Orr 2000).

NUCLEAR–CYTOPLASMIC INTERACTIONS

Results show little evidence of nuclear–cytoplasmic coadaptation,

and indeed there are several instances of maladaptation, where nu-

clear markers fare significantly worse on their own cytoplasmic

background than they do on a highly differentiated, foreign cyto-

plasmic background. It should be noted that both the F2 and back-

cross studies used a single isofemale line per population, and thus

sample only a single cytoplasmic type. However, the level of in-

trapopulation mitochondrial variation is so low in this species (FST

for mitochondrial COI is 0.98, Edmands 2001) that a single cyto-

plasmic type is likely to be a good representative of the whole pop-

ulation. There is still the possibility that the sampled cytoplasmic

types contained deleterious mitochondrial mutations that altered

nuclear–cytoplasmic interactions, but this is mitigated by the fact

that the F2 and backcross studies used different isofemale lines.

For the F2 crosses, codominant loci that were significantly

distorted in both reciprocals showed patterns consistent with ad-

ditive effects in five cases, and maladaptive interactions in one

case. For three out of the four loci showing significant differences

between reciprocal crosses, LB homozygotes had higher viabil-

ity on the wrong cytoplasmic background. Development time in

the backcross hybrids also provided no evidence for nuclear–

cytoplasmic coadaptation. Offspring of reciprocal F1 hybrid fe-

males backcrossed to the same parental male are expected to have

identical nuclear composition but different cytoplasmic back-

grounds. In this study, higher fitness (faster development time)

for both males and females was found in the cross in which the

full haploid nuclear genome did not match the cytoplasmic back-

ground ((RPf × LBm)F1f × LBm), in direct contrast to expecta-

tions under cytonuclear coevolution (e.g., Rand et al. 2004). Note

that both the F2 and backcross studies were done under a single

set of environmental conditions (20◦C, normal oceanic salinity,

12 h light: 12 h dark), and that previous work has shown fit-

ness of cytonuclear genotypes to be highly dependent on environ-

mental, particularly temperature, conditions (Willett and Burton

2003). Still, the higher fitness of mismatched cytonuclear geno-

types found in the current study under environmental parameters

well within those experienced by both tested populations is not

an expected result of cytonuclear coevolution.

There are at least three potential explanations for faster de-

velopment in the mismatched ((RPf × LBm) F1f × LBm) back-

cross hybrids, given that RPf × LBm F2 hybrids also develop

faster than LBf × RPm F2 hybrids. One explanation is that the

RP cytoplasm itself confers faster development time. A second

explanation is that RP grandmothers are phenotypically superior

to LB grandmothers, perhaps due to differences in age or nutri-

tional status, and that these differences extend across generations

(e.g., Hercus and Hoffmann 2000; Magiafoglou and Hoffmann

2003). A third explanation is that LB nuclear alleles have greater

negative interactions with LB cytoplasm than RP cytoplasm (i.e.,

maladaptation). There is also the possibility that RP nuclear alle-

les have greater negative interactions with LB cytoplasm than RP

cytoplasm (i.e., coadaptation), but such effects should be reduced

in the backcross hybrids which are expected to have only 25% RP

nuclear alleles, and yet the difference between reciprocals is even

greater than in the F2 hybrids expected to have 50% RP nuclear

alleles. Clean distinction among potential explanations will re-

quire additional crosses, but the current data on development time

certainly do not provide strong evidence for nuclear–cytoplasmic

coadaptation.

Evidence for nuclear–cytoplasmic coadaptation in previous

studies of this species is somewhat equivocal. Much of the work

on coadaptation in T. californicus has focused on nuclear and mi-

tochondrial components of the electron transport system (ETS),

with particular emphasis on interactions between cytochrome-c

(CYC, encoded in the nucleus) and cytochrome-c oxidase (COX,

contains both nuclear and mitochondrial encoded subunits) in

ETS complex IV. Cytonuclear hybrids created by repeated back-

crossing exhibit COX activity levels consistent with nuclear–

mitochondrial coadaptation in only a subset of interpopulation

crosses (Edmands and Burton 1999). In vitro studies show higher

COX activity when CYC and COX are from the same popu-

lation (Rawson and Burton 2002; Harrison and Burton 2006),

but the highest COX activity occurs with CYC variants (gener-

ated by site-directed mutagenesis) that are a mosaic of amino

acids from populations that do and do not match the cytoplas-

mic background (Harrison and Burton 2006). In addition to ETS

complex IV, Ellison and Burton (2006) also showed that nuclear–

mitochondrial mismatch reduces activity of ETS complexes I and

III, as well as ATP production when a series of interpopulation

crosses are pooled together. Nevertheless, segregation ratios in
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hybrids frequently show that nuclear alleles are favored on the

wrong cytoplasmic background (Willett and Burton 2001, 2003;

Willett 2006). Similarly, a recent study found that in two out

of six interpopulation crosses, mismatched hybrids (mitochon-

drial DNA from one population, nuclear–encoded mitochondrial

RNA polymerase from a different population) had significantly

greater capacity to up-regulate mitochondrial genes in response

to osmotic stress (Ellison and Burton 2008a). Finally, strong ev-

idence for nuclear–cytoplasmic coadaptation in Tigriopus comes

from a recent study (Ellison and Burton 2008b) in which the

low fitness of F3 hybrids is restored in maternal backcrosses,

which have a full haploid nuclear genome matching the mito-

chondrial genome, but not in paternal backcrosses, which have

greater nuclear–mitochondrial mismatch. This is quite different

from patterns found in the present study, and more work is needed

to determine if these differences are due to the fitness components

measured (minimum male development time vs. mean fecundity

and survivorship), the specific populations or isofemale lines used,

and/or the contrast between F1 and F3 backcrosses. The effect of

the chosen fitness component is a particularly interesting subject

for future study. It may be that the “best” (fastest developing)

mismatched genotype could beat the “best” matched genotype,

even when the mean mismatched genotype is not superior.

CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES OF MALADAPTED

GENE COMPLEXES

Interpopulation hybrids in T. californicus exhibit F2 hybrid break-

down for a broad range of fitness and physiological compo-

nents (e.g., Burton 1986, 1990a,b; Edmands 1999; Burton et al.

2006), implying that coadaptation predominates. However, fur-

ther dissection of gene interactions in the present study reveals

that parental populations also harbor a surprising number of mal-

adapted gene complexes, particularly nuclear–cytoplasmic com-

plexes. Coyne and Orr (2004) noted that “. . .it is a hard to imagine

that (a gene) would often work better (on a related genetic back-

ground) than on its own background.” Although this is true, it

is somewhat less difficult to imagine in Tigriopus where isolated

populations experience repeated bottlenecks (Dybdahl 1994; Bur-

ton 1997) likely to impede the efficiency of selection and leave

populations stranded on suboptimal adaptive peaks (sensu Wright

1932). The predominance of drift over selection in this species is

consistent with the limited evidence for local adaptation to salin-

ity and temperature (Edmands and Deimler 2004; but see also

Willett and Burton 2003) as well as the unusually high FST/QST

ratio (Edmands and Harrison 2003). Accumulation of maladap-

tive mitochondrial alleles may be more likely than nuclear, due

to the fourfold lower effective population size for mitochondrial

loci (Wright 1969).

The accumulation of maladaptive gene combinations in small

populations prone to genetic drift may create an epistatic load, in

addition to the better-understood genetic load of deleterious reces-

sives. Hybridization in such situations may simultaneously create

gene combinations that are both better and worse than parental

gene combinations. The creation of superior hybrid gene com-

binations in Tigriopus is evidenced by the beneficial effects of

recombination on F2 hybrids (Edmands 2008), and by replicated

long-term hybrid swarms showing an increase in molecular hy-

bridity (Edmands et al. 2005) and fitness levels surpassing parental

controls (Hwang et al., unpubl. data). For small populations suf-

fering from inbreeding depression a current management dilemma

is whether translocation from a genetically and demographically

healthier population should be used to cure the inbreeding de-

pression, or whether this will incur outbreeding depression (e.g.,

Tallmon et al. 2004; Edmands 2007). The existence of both ben-

eficial and detrimental epistasis in small, inbred populations fur-

ther complicates this issue, but introduces the hopeful scenario

that translocation could in some cases create beneficial new gene

combinations that aid in population recovery.
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